This week we worked on our integration testing. During the tests we have encountered some serious errors that consumed a lot of time. First error was caused by a change in our system in the middle of the term. Initially, our html files were on the root folder of the web servers. However, later we have created folder under root folder for each stream and created html files in these folders. But some of the common files were remaining in the root folder. When we connected directly during the unit testing there were no problems but after integration testing, these files could not be read properly by the web server if client is connected via redirection of the load balancer. In order to solve this problem we copied flowplayer folders into each stream folder by using xcopy command of window. Then we changed path of flowplayer folder accordingly. We have solved this problem and now system works fine but we didn’t have time to test the limits or performance of our system. They will be ready by the delivery of our final package.

Remaining work:

- Our unit and integration tests are completed and from now on we will test the system with different loads and collect some data and plot graphics.
- We will start working on our final package, namely we will begin writing our user manual and prepare our codes for release.